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1. LA DISCOTHEQUE

“SHE’S… D: DESIRABLE. I: INCREDIBLE. S: SUPER SEXY. C: SUCH A CUTIE. SHE’S:
OH, OH, OH.”

D.I.S.C.O. Five letters that evoke extreme feelings – from revulsion to
celebration, disgust to devotion. �e era when Donna Summer �rst cooed ‘I
Feel Love’, Parliament �rst wore silver jumpsuits and the Bee Gees �rst
started ‘Jive Talkin” has continued to fascinate designers, artists and
musicians alike. In 2002, as the French Touch e�ect dominated the
airwaves, we lived through the �nal days of the 70s revival and disco’s
in�uence could be felt everywhere. Advertising stole its imagery; fashion
mimicked its style. And as for the music, everyone from �e Clash to Pulp,
Dimitri to Daft Punk had taken a piece of the disco pie.

Film director Paul �omas Anderson grabbed his 15 seconds of disco
delight with the 1998 movie ‘Boogie Nights’. Along with a brace of
�lmmakers, he brought the Hollywood machine to add the �nal stroke of
lip-gloss to the make-up of the retro revolution.

�e words disco and France have long walked hand in hand. In Paris,
Europe possessed a disco capital to rival New York. It was here that the very
�rst discotheques emerged, some of the most famous disco hits were
penned and many of the scene’s elitist tendencies were �rst promoted.

Disco’s metronomic beats and swathes of chocolate box strings seduced
generations of Parisians into dancing and, in many cases DJing. Techno
legend Laurent Garnier cut his twin deck teeth spinning the disco-�ed
sounds of 80s tech-funk as a youngster. Most French Touch stars were
nurtured on a diet of disco and techno-funk, while Daft Punk’s �omas
Bangalter was literally brought up in the house of D.I.S.C.O. as his father
co-wrote the Ottawan smash of the same name.

Little surprise then that as the world jigged to the �ltered beats of the late
90s French Touch revolution, it was disco that once again pumped at the
music’s heart. In many ways, French dance music and disco are inseparable.

“Above everything, disco has strong and deep roots in France,” con�rms



Catalogue Records founder Philippe Grundler. “It is a genre which is
deeply integrated in our culture, which explains the later French Touch
generation.”

For many, disco culture – soundtracked by one-hit wonders, styled with
man-made fabrics and documented by faintly ridiculous �lms about totally
ridiculous dancing – was the ultimate in disposability. Worse still, disco was
a style that allegedly came to bleach the soul of black music before
destroying the heart of rock’n’roll. It was the sound of evil incarnate, the
anti-music, �ve letters that came to subvert and destroy. For D.I.S.C.O.
read D.E.V.I.L.

�en again, disco could easily read ‘devil may care’. It represented the
ultimate in good-time party positivity. It was sound encapsulated by the
fractured re�ections in mirrored balls, �amboyant �ares, towering
platforms, open-necked shirts, medallions and mountains of cocaine. Disco
was the sound of a world needing an escape from reality.

In the late 70s, the US was su�ering from the Carter-era strikes (and near
bankruptcy of the country in 1978) while the UK was reeling from the
e�ects of high unemployment and general strikes. Yet despite its escapist
aesthetic, disco also represented a dynamic push for change. A change that
came in the least obvious ways. For instance, it was an era when fashion
became unisex and the dividing line between macho and camp became
increasingly blurred. Whereas 60s hippies had decided it was OK for men
to have long hair, the doyens of disco turned suited-and-booted men into
hunks in stacks. Clint Eastwood wore purple crimplene, Burt Reynolds and
Charles Bronson sported beige �ares, and an Italian/ American actor with
an unfeasibly square chin, sparkling blue eyes and dapper white suit became
the ultimate symbol of masculinity. His name, of course, was John Travolta,
and he represented the perfect snapshot of the era in Saturday Night Fever.
A movie that said to the men of the world, “It’s OK to want to be a dancer”
and suddenly hip gyration became a symbol of hypermasculinity.

Equality was not one of disco’s watchwords. Sex, on the other hand, was.
Indeed, it was such an overtly sexual movement that in 1976 American
activist Jesse Jackson was moved to take a stand against what he called ‘sex
rock’. �rough PUSH (People United to Save Humanity), Jackson sought
to protect innocent ears from such o�ensive platters as Donna Summer’s ‘I
Feel Love’ (a track which Summer herself would condemn some years later
after gaining religion in her life) and KC and the Sunshine Band’s ‘(Shake,



Shake, Shake) Shake Your Booty’.
Fortunately, he failed dismally. Not only did America succumb to the

driving beats and the sexploitative lyrics, but the rest of the world did too.
At the heart of it all was the music. Good-time sounds with bearded men
singing in falsetto squeaks. Big-haired women belting it out like banshees
on angel dust. And a profoundly subversive union of male stereotypes –
construction worker, policeman, GI, biker, cowboy and Native American
chieftain: �e Village People. Perhaps unsurprisingly, a French concept!

With the onset of the 70s, as the new decade closed its doors on the dark
days of the late 60s, a wave of optimism spread across the US as the ‘tune
in, turn on; and drop out’ generation embraced the ideology of ‘doing it for
themselves’. By 1974, two underground subcultures were brewing in Britain
and America. On the surface, punk and disco might have appeared
diametrically opposed, but they actually had a great deal in common.
Where punk sought to cut through the rock bullshit with a burst of petulant
anger, disco �ew in the face of punk’s aggression and aimed straight at the
pelvis. It was sex music. While serious e�orts to forward racial and sexual
integration generally resulted in the pseudo action of peaceful
demonstrations, real change was taking place on New York’s dance�oors as
straight and gay people “got down with the get down” and did �e Hustle.

�is wasn’t the �rst time discos had been linked with politics of change.
During World War II, the word discotheque – a slang term for Paris jazz
haunts of the 30s – became synonymous with the French resistance to the
Nazi occupation. A ban on dancing to or performing American sounding
music was enforced during that time. �e underground discotheques,
however, carried on playing their favourite sounds regardless.

�e very word discotheque is, of course, derived from the French word for
library, bibliotheque. It originally meant, quite literally, a collection of
recordings. According to Albert Goldman’s 1978 book Disco, the very �rst
place to use the term was a bar in Rue Huchette in Paris before the Second
World War. Called La Discothèque, the bar invited its clientele to request
their favourite jazz records when ordering drinks.

During the Nazi occupation, Parisians de�ed the ban on American music
by creating underground bars. Gramophones were set up in cellars on the
Left Bank. Here the culture of resistance grew as people continued to
indulge in their passion for the music of Black America and to listen to
their favourite records. �e labels of which had been covered over by less



o�ensive titles and artists in order to hide the music source, should a raid
ever occur. In a strange twist of events, these underground discothèques
would create a pattern of de�ance that would become the life force of dance
culture in the late 80s and early 90s. While the act of hiding labels would
become commonplace among DJs who wanted to keep information to
themselves.

In 1947, with hostilities ended, Paul Pacine opened Whiskey A Go-Go in
Paris. With its garish décor, wild atmosphere and elite clientele, this club
set the blueprint for the modern discotheque. �e soundtrack was culled
from Black American Jazz while the drink of choice was scotch whiskey, the
fashionable drink of the day. �is drink inspired the club’s décor of garish
tartan and at least one wall was covered with lids of whiskey cases. It was a
winning formula. Soon Pacine had a string of similar clubs throughout
Europe. In turn, he made the concept of clubs speci�cally for the playing of
records chic.

Competition quickly emerged in Paris with Jean Castle’s discotheque Chez
Castle enjoying similar success. By 1960 Pacine was forced to respond with
the opening of his renowned Chez Regine. �e notorious Regine
Zylberberg, who had �rst started as the toilet attendant at the original
Whiskey A Go-Go, managed the club. However, thanks to her vivacious
character, she soon became the club’s biggest attraction. It should also be
noted that it had been argued by Maren Hancock in the book Media
Narratives in Popular Music that Regine can be recognised as the �rst DJ
through her activities at the club. Club Regine was run on the concept of
elitism. It was an approach that became the norm for Parisian clubs until
the late 90s.

“�ere has always been a discothèque culture in France – what we call
Paris by Night,” explained Phillippe Escoli, founder of the highly in�uential
Source Records in Paris and later Managing Director of Virgin UK. “�e
French created, I think, all of these bad door policies. If there is a Studio
54, it’s because of La Palace. All the bad aspects of discotheques started in
Paris, but it wasn’t club culture. It was for Mick Jagger and so on. �e music
was there but it didn’t have the club culture to back it up.”

�ese bad door policies were embraced by Regine Zylberberg, who wanted
to present her new club as the only place to be seen. So for the �rst few
weeks, she deliberately kept people out. Despite an empty club, she would
place signs outside the venue door saying the club was full almost as soon as



the doors had opened. Word soon got around and when she truly opened
her doors to the grateful public Chez Regine was instantly rammed.

According to Sheryl Garratt’s fascinating account of club culture
“Adventures in Wonderland – A Decade of Club Culture”, Zylberberg also
had a lucky break that would increase the hype surrounding her club.

“Soon after, the American cast of the musical West Side Story came in
and showed her a new dance that didn’t need a partner, and that was easy
for even the most rhythmically challenged: the twist,” wrote Garratt.

Unsurprisingly Regine’s quickly became the chosen place for the people of
Paris to twist and people dancing solo to records became the hippest thing
to do. As a result, Paris by Night o�ered the blueprint for the club culture
of the decade that followed. And yet, despite following the trends and
developments in the US, it remained strangely stagnant in the years that
followed the disco revolution.

Although it wasn’t until 1960 that the US opened its �rst discotheque, Le
Club, America did grab the concept and run with it to score a global
touchdown. Le Club was the brainchild of Olivier Coquelin, who brought
the Parisian discothèque model to New York and aimed it directly at the
city’s elite. �e next discotheque in the Paris tradition was opened a year
later. Peppermint Lounge on Manhattan’s West 45th Street might have been
a sleazy dive, but a residency by minor twist act Joey Dee & �e Starlighters
sealed its reputation.

Similar clubs opened in San Francisco and New York, while England saw
its �rst discothèques arrive in 1962 with La Discotheque in Wardour Street,
London and �e Place in the less cosmopolitan surroundings of Hanley, near
Stoke-on-Trent. In both cases, the clubs were purpose-built, with the
ambience being as important as the music. �e former featured double beds
placed on and around the dance�oor, tuning into the increasing sexual
freedom of the era. While the latter featured all-black décor, with red
lighting, a gold-painted entrance hall, mock leopard skin wallpaper in the
toilets, and a small sitting room that was all white with blue lighting. Called
‘�e Fridge’, it was, as Sheryl Garratt points out in Adventures in
Wonderland, “the �rst chill-out room”.

By the late 1960s, US clubs like �e Sanctuary in Hell’s Kitchen and �e
Electric Circus on St Marks’ Place used pyrotechnic lighting, while the
strobe light had become a regular feature in the clubs of the US and the
UK. However, it was an e�ect that had been initially pioneered in the



discothèques of Paris. Furthermore, the US and the UK saw discotheques
adopting top quality soundsystems. In England, this caused much concern
for the Musicians Union, who considered that the use of soundsystems that
were as loud as bands would be detrimental to live musicians. It was an
attitude that kept the concept of dancing to records in an inferior position,
constantly undermined by the live band. As a result, discothèques had to
work harder at creating the right atmosphere to make people want to spend
money on getting in to dance to records.

Ironically perhaps, given the central position that the discothèque has in
the birth of club culture, in the US the soundtrack of the 60s version was
almost exclusively rock! �e black soul music of the time barely had a look
in. 1976 saw this rock hegemony �nally broken. Following a spate of run-
ins with Hell’s Angels, rock discos looked like being on the way out. �en
promoters Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager moved into the heart of
Manhattan, intending to create the perfect environment. Enter Studio 54,
the blueprint for all discos. It opened in 1976 and, in an act of elitism that
mimicked the agendas of Parisian discotheques, they only allowed invited
people through their doors. �ese included celebrities like Mick Jagger,
Liza Minnelli, Elton John and Truman Capote. One of the featured house
performers was Grace Jones, the so-called ‘Dietrich of the new decade’
whose androgynous looks gave her instant status as a gay icon.

In Erika Haa’s Boogie Nights – �e Disco Age, August Darnell, vocalist with
Kid Creole and the Coconuts, describes the buzz that surrounded Studio
54:

“In England now, they have these rave parties, but when people say there’s
nothing like a rave, I say I saw all of this in 1976 at Studio 54.”

�ere had been another event that was to have a huge e�ect on the growth
and development of club culture. Studio 54 had opened its doors following
the huge changes that occurred in the aftermath of one of the most far-
reaching political and cultural events of the decade – the Stonewall Riots of
1969.

“Before the Stonewall Riots,” wrote Sheryl Garratt in Adventures in
Wonderland, “gay bars in America were seedy, furtive places where a
lightbulb �ashed over the door if someone unfamiliar came in, warning
patrons to separate on the dance�oor. Homosexuality was seen as an
aberration, a medical condition, something hidden and shameful. By the
60s gay activism was growing in cities like New York, and the more



liberated, open approach to sexuality advocated by hippies had begun to
break down barriers. But the love that dared not speak its name didn’t begin
to shout it in the streets until the summer of 1969.”

�roughout the year, police had closed down gay bars. �e Tele-Star was
gone, so too was the Checkerboard and more recently, police raids had
forced the after-hours bars the Sewer and the Snake Pit to shut up shop. On
the evening of 22 June 1969, just as the gay scene was mourning the death
of Judy Garland, the New York Police decided to raid the Stonewall Inn at
53 St Christopher Street.

�e bar employees were immediately arrested for selling liquor without a
licence and customers were invited to �le out onto the street, one by one.
Here they grouped together to bemoan yet another act of routine
harassment of the gay community. However, as the police vans arrived for
the arrested employees, the crowd’s sense of despair turned to anger. A riot
ensued, and the police were forced to take refuge in the very club they’d just
closed down!

In today’s more tolerant times, it is hard to imagine the Stonewall Riots’
e�ect on the gay community. Immediately after, people were �lled with an
empowering sense of pride. A mood of hedonistic de�ance appeared in the
clubs where the older atmosphere of oppression was replaced by a new
optimism. �e rush of energy thus saw the birth of the contemporary club
experience, as discotheques became places where you could lose yourself in
an orgy of sex, drugs, music and dancing.

�e scene was subsequently set for the disco revolution and growing in the
shadows came the sound as D.I.S.C.O. was born.

DON’T STOP THE MUSIC

�e generic term disco would not be coined until September 1973 when
Vince Aletti wrote the article “Discotheque Rock Paaaaarty” for Rolling
Stone magazine. However, its antecedents could be found in the
Philadelphia sound, pioneered by Kenneth Gamble and Leon Hu�.
Typi�ed by its lush string arrangements, the Philly sound ensured mega-
success for �e �ree Degrees, Billy Paul and McFadden & Whitehead.
But it was with �e O’Jays’ 1973 hits ‘Love Train’ and ‘Ship Ahoy’, a disco
sound was solidi�ed, even if it wasn’t de�ned as such. Also in�uential in the
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